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Good evening. I have been asked to talk to you about the future of 
liberal-arts colleges and to comment a bit about how Dickinson—p my 
liberal arts college—has positioned itself for success in the 21st century. 

The central theme of my remarks:  Residential liberal-arts colleges are 
unique American institutions that were created to fulfill a distinctively 
American approach to higher education. The challenge facing our 
institutions today is to successfully adapt their historic purpose to the 
complex global world of the 21st century. 
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When I became president of Dickinson College in 1999, I experienced a pivotal moment that 
made me realize that my college—and perhaps many others—needed to do a much better job 
of intentionally articulating our historic purpose and our contemporary relevance. 

Shortly after I arrived at Dickinson, I took part in a daylong hike with a group of students. I spent 
a good portion of the time walking beside a senior. Our conversation ranged across a host of 
topics, including my perceptions of Dickinson when I was a student from 1967 to 1971.  

That evening, I received an email from the student that, in retrospect, became a defining 
moment of my administration. The student wrote that she thought of herself as a successful 
member of the campus community, having held a variety of leadership positions. Yet, despite all 
her engagement, she was hard pressed to define to herself and to others what it was to be a 
Dickinsonian. She knew Dickinson was “a very old college,” but what was distinctive about its 
history?  What distinguished it from other institutions? 

I was taken aback and more than a little alarmed. It seemed as though the college had lost its 
distinctive edge by forgetting the importance of continually articulating and refining our identity 
for ourselves and our students. We had slipped into a passive acceptance. We had forgotten 
the power of our history, and we did not realize how that history could inform and inspire a 
distinctive identity for the 21st century.  

It was clear to me at that moment that we needed to adopt a more activist and aggressive 
approach. We needed to directly take on those issues that clouded the identity of liberal-arts 
colleges in the past. We needed to “brand” and “sell” the benefits of a distinctively American 
liberal-arts education to ourselves, our alumni and prospective students. 

The vehicle that gave us our story was none other than our founder, Dr. Benjamin Rush. A 
signer of the Declaration of Independence and an amazingly progressive thinker, Dr. Rush was 
Dickinson’s own historic asset waiting in the wings for more than 200 years to bring identity, 
vision and a sense of purpose to his own institution. 
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Before we return to Dr. Rush and the inspiration he offered to 
Dickinson, let us spend a little time exploring the historic definition of a 
liberal arts college and, perhaps, more importantly, the challenges these 
institutions currently face. 

Several years ago, the Carnegie Foundation classified 225 American 
institutions of higher education as “Baccalaureate-Liberal-Arts” 
colleges. Taken as a percentage of the more than 4000 institutions of 
higher learning that exist in the United States today, this small group of 
colleges is clearly a minority. What characteristics do these institutions 
share? 
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Liberal-arts colleges share one other absolutely fundamental 
characteristic: They can trace their origin to the earliest days of our 
republic. Founded largely in the late 18th and early 19th centuries, 
these colleges were established specifically to prepare students to 
become the engaged citizens and leaders of the new democracy.  
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The founding fathers were unyielding about the importance college 
education would play in the future of the new nation. And their debates 
on the subject were passionate. 

Many—like Rush, Thomas Jefferson, John Adams and George 
Washington—argued for a  “useful” liberal-arts education. This 
approach was in stark departure from that offered in Europe, which 
valued learning for learning’s sake and celebrated the “ivory tower,” 
monkish environment in which it occurred. This was to be a distinctively 
American liberal-arts education that instilled in students the practical, 
philosophical and moral qualities necessary to ensure the success of a 
democratic form of government. 

“Useful,” however, was not to be confused with a vocational education, 
such as that advocated by Alexander Hamilton. This distinctively 
American liberal-arts education was not intended to prepare individuals 
for specific occupations, but rather to give students a rigorous exposure 
to traditional and emerging disciplines so that they might apply them 
creatively to those professions and public service that would shape the 
new nation. It was to give them the foundation for lifelong learning, 
contribution and fulfillment. 



The founding fathers, in other words, valued and articulated those 
qualities we expect from an individual educated in the liberal-arts 
tradition. 
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Unfortunately, the unique characteristics of this distinctively American 
higher education were almost immediately forgotten by these 
institutions. The focus on a useful liberal-arts education took a back 
seat as the emphasis shifted to giving students broad exposure to the 
arts and sciences without any conscious effort to relate it to active 
engagement in society. 

The challenge before us—and I assert, the future of liberal-arts colleges 
in the 21st century—lies in reclaiming our distinctive historic purpose 
and adapting it to the needs and opportunities of contemporary society. 



Despite the fact that liberal arts colleges have been around for more 
than 200 years, these institutions today face some significant 
challenges as we move into the 21st century. Some challenges—such 
as cost—are shared by all higher education institutions, although I 
would argue that the concern over price is heightened for private liberal-
arts colleges. Other challenges, more uniquely apply to residential 
liberal-arts colleges. 
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Perhaps the greatest challenge we face can be captured in the term 
“accountability.”  There is growing pressure on our institutions to explain 
and justify the tuition we charge. The education we offer is extremely 
expensive because it is extremely labor intensive.  

We are facing equal pressure to articulate the benefits of a liberal-arts 
education. Why, we are continually asked, don’t our schools prepare 
students for specific occupations?  Why do students need a broad-
based education when a more focused technical training will get them a 
higher paying job immediately upon graduation? 

At the end of the day, we are being asked to measure our worth based 
only on that which can be quantified. Qualitative evidence is dismissed 
as too imprecise as we are increasingly pressed to measure our results 
only numerically. 

These questions challenge the fundamental premises upon which our 
institutions were founded, and we need to find effective and aggressive 
ways to respond to them. 
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I firmly believe that the future success and health of liberal-arts colleges 
demands that we stay the course of our initial but forgotten historic 
mission by adapting it successfully to the pressures and challenges of 
the 21st century. 

We must remain passionate and confident in our assertion that a liberal-
arts education is not an anachronistic relic of the past. On the contrary, 
in the extremely complex and multidimensional world of the 21st 
century, our society demands the leadership and participation of 
individuals who are deep thinkers undaunted by intellectual challenge. 
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The key to our future, it seems, lies in embracing our past by offering a 
distinctively American higher education for the 21st century. Rather than 
apologizing or justifying those qualities that separate us from other 
institutions of higher learning, we must celebrate those unique 
characteristics. Above all, we must return to the notion of a “useful” 
liberal arts education and articulate why students educated in this 
tradition are especially well-positioned to lead in our contemporary 
world.  
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While liberal-arts colleges are uniquely American creations, we run the 
risk of relinquishing our leadership if we do not reconceptualize the 
education we offer.  

As Greg Prince recently pointed out, emerging economic global 
powerhouses—like Singapore—“get it.”  And it is no coincidence that 
nearly 50 percent of international students enrolling in Dickinson this fall 
are from China. They are travelling thousands of miles to receive a 
useful American liberal-arts education. 
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Let’s return to Dickinson and our progressive founder, Dr. Benjamin Rush. 
Based on my eye-opening conversation during my hike with students,  I knew 
that I needed to find—and quickly—something that would define Dickinson as 
a unique liberal-arts college with a contemporary mission. 

I turned for guidance to the Harvard educational theorist, Howard Gardner, 
who strongly advocates that leaders achieve their effectiveness chiefly 
through the stories they relate. What I needed was a compelling leadership 
narrative for Dickinson College that would capture our distinctiveness by 
celebrating our historic mission and convey a contemporary sense of urgency. 

Dr. Rush proved to be the perfect package. His creative advocacy of a 
distinctively American higher education provided a broad historic sense of 
purpose, just as it provided the rationale for distinguishing ourselves from 
those institutions that did not share a commitment to a useful liberal-arts 
education. The story, moreover, would link the very purpose of Dickinson 
College to the advancement of our democracy—a timeless endeavor that can 
and must be refined and adapted by successive generations. 

In Rush, I had found Dickinson’s protagonist, from which naturally evolved the 
two other elements necessary for a successful leadership narrative:  a set of 
ambitions, and a foil. 



We had identified a compelling leadership story for Dickinson. We now 
had to weave it throughout the fabric of the institution. We needed to 
give it relevance and urgency for the 21st century. We needed to make 
it real by fully embracing and living the narrative, relying upon it to guide 
our daily decisions and our future direction.  

We pursued this in these four interrelated ways. 
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With the three essential elements of the leadership narrative identified, 
my staff and I turned our attention to developing a strategic plan that 
would provide both long-term guidance and daily direction for the 
institution. The drafting of the plan—which was accomplished in just six 
short months—fleshed out the leadership narrative and gave it tangible 
specificity. 

We organized the plan around six defining characteristics derived from 
Dr. Rush’s original vision … 
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… and six enabling conditions necessary to support and fully realize the 
defining characteristic of a Dickinson education. 
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The plan gave us three essential tools that allowed us to implement the 
leadership narrative and strike that balance between the business side 
of the house and the academic program. 
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The strategic plan and our branding efforts led us logically to focus on 
those academic strengths that distinguished Dickinson from its peers. 
This was a departure from the way liberal-arts colleges traditionally 
presented themselves. Typically, the emphasis had always been on the 
balanced curriculum, and institutions had avoided touting one area of 
academic strength above another. 

But to remain competitive in the 21st century, we needed to identify 
those points of excellence, celebrate them and use them for marketing 
and fundraising purposes. 
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The first point of distinction–global education–was a concentrated 
effort in 1980s to develop comprehensive global education program. 
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The second point of distinction, launched in 1990s, was a focus on 
making science–and, more specifically, hands-on science–a defining 
characteristic of a Dickinson education. 
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The most recent point of distinction is a campus-wide focus on 
environmental sustainability that infuses our campus operations and 
our curriculum. With assistance from a $1.4 million grant from the 
Mellon Foundation, have established a Center for Environmental and 
Sustainable Education to guide this effort. 
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Finally, we recognized that we needed to be much more intentional and 
specific in articulating our expectations to our students. Again, relying 
heavily on Dr. Rush’s original vision—adapted to contemporary 
opportunities and challenges—we developed a set of “Dickinson 
Dimensions” that set forth those habits of mind and action acquired 
through a Dickinson liberal-arts education.  



At same time, we moved intentionally to “brand” the institution. We 
needed to articulate and celebrate Dickinson’s historic distinctiveness 
and give it a contemporary appeal to attract the right students and to 
reengage alumni with the college by conveying a strong, unequivocally 
confident sense of identity as an institution that embraces: 
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We also needed to “brand” ourselves visually for our students, our 
alumni and the broader public. 
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How well have we done?  Look at some of the transformational 
behaviors and resulting key performance indicators (KPIs).  
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Throughout our journey over the past nine years, the College has 
changed its culture. We have adopted a different approach to our daily 
business, and we can now identify key “transformational behaviors” 
that, I believe, are responsible for our success and our momentum. 
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These behaviors have translated into demonstrable effectiveness on a 
wide array of key performance indicators. Look at just a few: 
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Of the 42 schools reporting year-end figures in the S.T.A.F.F. FY`01 
Results report, 29 increased their overall giving (we were one of those); 
and only 17 had participation increases (we were also one of these). 
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I have chosen to put this information about the endowment and annual giving at the 
end for a very specific reason. I passionately believe that a liberal arts education, such 
as that delivered at Dickinson and our peer institutions, is an incredible value. 
Because of our relatively small size, our focus on faculty-student interaction, and our 
commitment to engaging our students in the classroom and through the residential 
experience, we are able to reach students and accomplish things that larger 
institutions simply cannot.  

The education we offer is and always has been by its very definition an expensive and 
labor-intensive one. As we seek to attract a student body that represents our society’s 
global diversity, we devote increasing resources to student financial aid—nearly $30 
million annually at Dickinson. We remain extraordinarily committed to what we do, and 
that commitment in the contemporary world means finding the resources to continue 
our mission. 

This means that we must devote an extraordinary amount of time and effort to 
maximize net tuition revenue and to meet our programmatic needs through 
philanthropy. 

Two years ago, Dickinson publicly launched the most ambitious capital campaign in 
our history. Our progress, to date, has been remarkable. And it should come as no 
surprise to you that the campaign hits the now familiar themes of our historic mission, 
a useful education, and a sense of contemporary urgency. 



Return to idea that residential liberal arts colleges are unique American 
institutions created to fulfill a distinctively American approach to higher 
education.  
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